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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we generalize the results of the paper [3] to nonlinear parabolic systems. Usually 
the numerical solutions of these problems are investigated under the assumptions of the global 
LipsehitT.-eondition r monotonity condition with respect to nonlinearity [1], [4]. We replace these 
conditions by assumptions of smoothness and signdetermination. It is shown that the Galerkin 
sernidiserete solution is convergent to the solution of the original problem in different norms. At 
the same time we also give an estimation. 
2. THE FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND SOME PROPERTIES  
OF THE SEMIDISCRETE APPROXIMATION.  
In the following we consider the nonlinear, second order parabolic systems of the form 
8u k Jv O L - Ouk 
+Fok(ul,...,ut',z,t) = 0, (z,t) • QT, k = 1,2,...,L. 
(2.1) 
uk(x,t)=O; VCx, t )•Fx(0 ,T ) ;  k= 1,2,...,L. (2.2) 
u~(z,O) = u~(x); z G ~, k=l ,2 , . . . , L .  (2.3) 
By using of the suitable notation the problem (2.1)-(2.3) can be written in the more compact 
form 
(9u 
at a(u)+Fo(u,x,t)=O; V(x,t) • QT, 
~(~,t) = o; v(~,t) e r x (o, T], 
u(z,0) = uo(z); Vx e 






a. F~ e CI(Q~.); i , j -  1,...,N; k - 1,2,...,L. 
b. F is a symmetric matrix; 
c. there exist such positive constants F. < F*, that for any p E R LN and (s,x,t) E QL, the 
inequality 
holds. 
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a. F0 e CL(Q~); 
b. Fok(S,x,t)sk > O, V(s,x,t) e qLT, k=l ,2 , . . . , L .  
c. Fo(O,x,t) = O, V(z,t) • QT; 
3. uo • CL(~'~) es SUlYpU 0 C ~.  
It is known that by the SS2 conditions the problem (2.4)-(2.6) has a unique solution in the 
classic sense on (~T [6]. 
Furthermore we denote by SS1 such a set of conditions of nonlinearity for the functions F. k. *3 
and F0t,: where the conditions 1.a., 2.a. and 2.b. are replaced by the global Lipschitz-condition. 
The weak formulation of the problem (2.4)-(2.6) is the following: we seek such an element 
u(x,t) • C(0,T]; H0,L(f~)), for which by any ~ • H0Xj.(f~) the equations 
) +,L(t)(,,;,,,~o) + (Fo(,, .,0,~') = O, (2.7) ~-,~, 
(u(., o), ~,) = (,,o, ~,) (2.8) 
hold. We seek the approximations in H~. by fixed t • (0,T], and we suppose that ~(k'i)(x) are 
given basic functions. (It means that the components of u(x, t) can be approximated in different 
finite dimensional subspaces of the approximation.) 
In this case the approximation un • HL satisfies the following equations 
) +"L(O(~',,",,~',)+ (Fo(~,,, .,t), e , )  = 0 (2.9/ -~' ,  ~. 
(u,(., 0),~,,) = ('~o,~',J (2.10) 
for each ~bn • H~. and by fixed t • [0, T]. Furthermore l t (~o~k'n))i=l,n be some basic system of 
FEM induced by the quasiuniform partition of fL In this case the components u~(x,t) • H~ of 
the approximation un have the form 
uk(x,t )  = ~- .  (~,.),., (k , , , ) ,  , gnai  (~)~i iX) (2.11) 
i=l 
where gn is a positive constant and depends on the partition parameter of ~. Our goal is to 
determinate he vector 
a(L'n)(t) = (a}k'")(t))i = 1, n 
k=l,L 
Substituting (2.11) into Galerkin equation (2.9)-(2.10) we obtain the following Cauchy problem 
for the unknown vector 
da(L, n) 
M~ dt • 4- AL(et(L'n),t)ot(L'n) Jr FL(ot(L 'n) , t )  -- O; 0 < t ~ T, 
M~(L,")(0) = ~0L,"), 
ALo (Ot (L'n), t) = Atj;k,i(ot (L'n), t); 
f L N (9~O~/,n) a~k,n)dx ;  
A,j;k,i(a(z'n),t) = gn ~ ~ F;m(un'z't) Oxp Oz, 
N m=l p,r=l 
M~ = [Mtj;~,i] k = 1 L; j,i=l,n 
• O,n)  Mtj;k,i =( t~j , ~k,n)) >; 
#~ 2 n. = gnML, 
rL(ot(L'n),t) =(rl(o~(L'n),t)) i = 1,n; 
I=I,L 
t) = [ Fto(un, x, F~(a(£,"), 
N 
4"= (4,~:7))t = X,L; 
s~l ,n  
(L,n) 
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Theorem ~.I 
The Cauchy problem (2.12) (2.13) has a unique solution for any n = 1,2... and sequence of 
the solutions un(x,t) is bounded in the maximum norm and L2,L(~) norm for arbitary fixed 
t~ [0,TI. 
PROOF. Notice that SS2 implies that A0 L is a positive definite matrix for arbitrary fixed (s, t) E 
R L" x R +. The matrix M n is positive definite too. Multiplying equation (2.12) by a(L'n)(t) we 
obtain the equation 
[ --n da( L'n ) M~, -~ ,ol eL'n) ]]  Jc'[[ALo(O~CL'n),t)o~CL'n),o:CL'n)]] + [ [rL(a(Z'n),t),aCL'")] ]=0 (2.15) 
The SS2 properties imply the inequality 
L 
[ [FL(a(L'"),t),'~CL'")I ]=~ ~ F](aCL'"),t)C~('")(0 = 
I=1 i----1 
= = 
l=i i=1 fl 
(2.16) 
f t  
gn I=1 fl i=1 
= - -  Fg(un ,z , t )u~(z , t )dx  >_ O. 
g, 
The relation (2.16) and the positive definitness of the matrix A0(a (r,"), t) result in the inequality 
[ [~~ 
which is equivavelent to the inequality 
dc~(L'n) c~ (L'n) ]] < 0 (2.17) 
dt ' J 
[ [~/L~(L,.)~(L,.)] ] (0 < 0 (2.18) 
For all fixed t E [0, T] using the matrix form of ~/L and the realtion g. > 0 we get 
l_d 
[ [ML~(", . (~,")]  ] (t) < 0, 0 < t < T (2.191 
2 dt 
Since M~' is a Gram matrix of the basis functions (which form a strongly linearly independent 
system), for any vector c. G R Ln we have the estimation 
~LI li~,,ll I~ <[ [MLcn, Cn] ]< ALl [ICnil i2E, (2.20) 
where A0 L < A0 L are constants independent of n. Integrate (2.19) on interval [0,7'1). (Here 
tl E (0,T) is an arbitrary number.) Using (2.20) we obtain 
.~ A0 ~ I ll~(L'")(tx)lJ I~ _< AoL II'~(L'")(o)III~. (2.21) 
For the right side of (2.21) on bases (2.13) and (2.14) we have 




I II~C"'")ll I~(0 _< Co L, o < t < T, (2.23) 
where 
AoL a 
-"  [L~,L(N)"  (2.24) Co L (~oL).,ll"oll 2 
It is clear that on the base (2.23) we have the following estimation for each component: 
I~"")(t)l_< CoL; i=  I , . . .  ,n; I=  1,... ,L (2.25) 
Furthermore we use the uniform boundness of the functions gn~z'")(z) (which holds independly 
of n), that is, 
m~r~lg.~"")(z)l < CxZ; i=  1 . . . .  ,n; l - -  1,... ,L (2.26) 
Notice that an arbitary point z C ~ belongs to a finite number of supp~(Z,")(z)(l = 1 .. . .  ,L). 
Let denote by C2,z the number of these elements and 
C~ = maz  C2 t. (2.27) 
I~_I~_L ' 
In this case by the relation (2.11) we have 
I.~(x,t)l _< Co L .c~ .c  L, 
Thus 
where 
I II,-,.111c~cqT) -< c L, 
(2.2s) 
(2.29) 
C L = CL(mes~t) I/2. (2.32) 
The estinmtion (2.31) shows the existence of un(z,t) independing of n. At the same time the 
bounds (2.29) and (2.31) prove the boundness. 
Theorem ~.~ 
For arbitrary fixed t E [0,T] the vector hfi'n(z) - Fo(un(z,t),z,¢) belongs to L2,L(f/) for any 
hEN +. 
PROOF. It is sufficient o prove the statement of the theorem for each component, hat is, enough 
to show that they belong to L2(~t). But this fact follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 of [3]. 
Let us denote 
Fij (u, z, t) = [F 1 (u, z, t),... , Fi~ (u,z, t)] (2.33) 
where 
c # =CoL.C t .C# (2.3O) 
some positive constant and it is independent of n. It depends only on the type of approximation 
and on given function u0. The inequality (2.29) immediatly results 
sup I Il'-',(.,Olll <- Ct (2.31) 
O<t<T 
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Theorem ~.3 
Assume that the conditions SS2 are satisfied. Then there exists a positive constant L~, inde- 
pendent of n, such that for arbitrary fixed t E [0, 7*] and ~o E Lg.,L(f~) the inequalities 
I((Fo(u, .,t) - Fo(un, .,t), ~))i < LILI il u -- u-ll IL2,L(n)J H~H JL2,t.(fl) (2.34) 
I((Fij(u, .,t) - Fij(un,., t), ~))l -< L1LJ Ilu - u,  ll IL,,~(n)l I1~111L... (,) (2.35) 
hold. 
PROOF. The bounded subspace Mc~ of L2,z(12) is given by 
M=~={vlv~L2,~(n); IIIvIIIL.,~(.)<_C~; Fo(v,=,t)~L2,L(~), C~>0} (2.36) 
Then the operator 
• t(v) = Fo(v, z, t) (2.37) 
mapping Mc~ --* L2,L(f~) has a derivate - operator which is the Jaeobi-matrix of the mapping [5] 
[8], namely 
OFg(~,z,t) • ',(v) =[ 0a (23s) 
We can prove, that @~(v) is bounded on M~,  that is, there exists such a positive Cr ~ constant 
that for all v ~ M~ and w ~ L~,z(fl) the inequality 
I II~(~)(w)ll I~,~(.) _< C~l Ilwll I~.,. (.). (2.39) 
holds. 
Let denote by ((~)(v)(w)) the ! '~ member of the sum on the left side of (2.39), that is considering 
(2.38) we have 
L oFot(~,=,t) to~ 
k=l ~=~ 
In this ease for all 1 = 1 ,2 . . . L  and fixed t E (0,T] we obtain 
ll(~)'(v)(w)ll _< ~ wk. 
k=1 
Let us consider the mapping 




which is M¢~ ---. L~(f~). By the SS2 conditions 4~tt 'k is continous, namely it is bounded on some 
compact set. That means there exists such a positive Lt,k constant hat 
Vv E McL. (2.43) 
6 
II*~,'k(,)ll < Lt.~, 
holds. 
Summing up the relations (2.41) and (2.42) we get 
that is 
L 
I I(~f(v)(w)l l  < ~ Li,kllWkll (2.44) 
k--1 
L L 
I tt~(~)(w)ll IL~.~c,) < ~ ~ L,,kllw~lt, (2.45) 
/=1 k--I 
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Our statement (2.39) immediately follows from (2.45). It means the operator @~ satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition on Mc$, that is there exists such a L L > 0 constant hat for all v, w E Mc$, 
the inequality 
I I I¢~(v)  - ¢~(w)ll IL;,,..Ca) --< LL[ IIv - wll IL~,LCn) (2.46) 
holds. 
On the base of Theorem 2.2 h~(x) is bounded for all n E N +. 
Denoting by 
e L = max{ sup I llu(.,t)lllL~,,.Cn); I llu, C.,t)lllz,:.r.(n)}- (2.47) 
O<t<T 
applyng (2.46) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain the (2.34). The inequality (2.35) 
we can get similarly. 
3. THE CONVERGENCE OF SEMIDISCRETE 
APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE SYSTEMS 
In the following we investigate the convergence of the Galerkin sequence un(x, t). (We remark 
that the proof is similar to that we have done in Theorem 3.1 of [3]. Let ~n(x, t) E C(0, T; H~) 
be any vector. Introducing the notation for the error-function 
e.(~,t) = u(~,t) - u.(~,t) (3.1) 
we get the identity 
L (( )) -~  , en 
/=1 
_- ~ (. ,( ,)(u.;u,a.-u.)-. ,(0(u;u,~.-u.)) + (--~-,u°~" _u .  + 
I :1  
L 
+ Z at(t)(un;en, u - fin)+ (( Fo(u, .,t) - Fo(un, .,t)~n - un )) 
I : l  
. We can give some relations for the members of (3.2) 
((oe. ))=~lld -~7-, e. lle.ll IL~,.(a); 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
L L I I L 
f s "Oen Oen " Z t 
/ : I  I= I  f l  I : I  
Using the inequality (2.35) we obtain 
(3.4) 
L 
I ~ {at(t)(u., u, ~. - u.) - al(t)(u; u, f in  - -  u.)}t _~ 
/ :1  
0(~.  - ~ . ) . , .  
< ~ IF~(u. x,t) Fo(u,x t" , - , ) I I~ I  "~ lax _< 
I : I  i , j : l  i'i 
< 
N 
sup I llull [i,L 
0<~_~T i,j=l 
a( o- (( F , j (u , , . , t ) -  Fij(u,.,t), ~ _ 
N a(~.  -- U.)II < l ll~lllc~m)L~ ~ I II~- ~"II ~:,'-m)l ' b~ IL.,~Cm < 
i,j=l 
(3.5) 
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s I llull L Ic,.cn)L1 N I I1~,,111~,,c.)l I1,~., - ~,,,111~,~. 
Introducing the notation 
K~ = [HuH ]cL(n)L~N ~
where K~ > 0 is a constant independent of n, and applying the triangle-inequality weget 
(3,6) 
L 
I Y]A.,(O(u.; u,,Z, - u.) - ,,t(O(,~; u,,Z, - u.)}l _< 
I=1 
_< K~I Ile.II IL~,aa) (I Ilu-- ~-II I,,L + II1~-II I~,L )"  
(3.7) 
By using of the "e-inequality" we obtain similarly the estimation 
z F* 
I 'Y']~ a, (O( . , , ;  ~,.,, ., - '~,-,) I -< F'e,. I  Ile,,ll I~,L + '~';j I Ilu -- ~,,11 I~,z, 
1=1 
(3.8) 
where q > 0 is a constant. On the baese of (3.7) and (3.8) we have 
L L 
I ~{ . , (0 (~. ; - ,  ~. - u . )  - ~,(0(~; u, a .  - u . )} l  + I~-] .~(t ) (u . ;  e . ,  u .  - a-) l  _< 
1=I I=1 
_< g~lll~,,ll I~,L + K~ ( I l l u -  a-II 2 I' IL,,,.C.) + I Ile,-,ll L,,,.C.) ), 
(3.9) 
where 
The inequality (2.34) 
estimation 
K~... K1L -~e + F'el ,  
Ks=max{~'-~2 +4e ' 
(3.10) 
, the "e"-inequality and tile Friedrichs - inequality together imply the 
I (( F0(u,. ,  0 - F0(u . . ,  0 ,  a . ,  - u .  )) I < K~I I1~-II ~ _  IL.,~Ca) + K~] Ila. - . l l  h,L,~ (3.11) 
where 
K~ = L, .e3; g~ = L~ga (3.12) 
2.e3 
(Kn is the constant, depending on f~ .) Summarizeing the relations (3.3.), (3.4), (3.9) and (3.11) 
we get that the identity (3.2) implies the inequality 
d 
IL~,~ + Ile.ll < I L I , L  - -  
< 1# { i l.- +, } +2. (( - ) ) j  
_ O- - - - i - ,u -u , ,  
(3.13) 
where 
K~ = 2(r .  - K#), 
K¢ £ = 2max{K# +K#;K~ + K~}. 
(3.14) 
For the inequality (3.13) we can choose such constants el and e.~ that the relation K~ > 0 holds. 
For the inequality (3.13) repeating the proof of the paper [3] we get the following theorem. 
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Theorem 8.1 
Let denote by u(z,t) the solution of problem (2.4)-(2.6), u . (z , t )  the semidiscrete Galerkin 
approximation given by solution of the problem (2.9)-(2.10), let fin(z,t) e C(O,T;H~) be an 
axbitaxy element. Then for the error-function: e,, = u - un we have the estimation 
I Ile.II 2 ]H2.L xG(0,T) "t- KL3111e.II ~ [HoI,L X L:~(0,T) < 
___ { I I I I '"-  } 
(3.15) 
where K~a and KL5 constants are independent of n. 
Remark 3.1 
On the base of the approximating of the spline functions we can show the order of the conver- 
gence [3]. 
Remark 3.~ 
We can extend our results for the case, where we replace (2.1) by 
~9~1 L N 0 ,p)(U,T.,t)~UP ~ 
p: l  i , j : l  
(2 .1 ' )  
In this case in SS2 we suppose that the matrices 
FM = [F(I'P)]I.p=I,£; F (I'p) = [F(J'P)]ijfl,N (3.16) 
axe uniformly positive definit on Q~,. 
Notation 
1. L-number of the unknown functions 
2. R LN = R n x R N. 
3. QL T - R L x QT = R L X ~ x ( O,T]. 
4. u 1, u2,. . .  ,u L - the unknown functions 
5. u = [u 1, ~,  . . . .  uL]. 
6. -o = [ ,4 , ,o~, . . . , -0% 
7. Fo(u,z,t) - [Fa(u ,z , t ) , . . .  ,FL(u,z,t)] .  
N 
8. a l (u )  = E a , )~;  ) . i,y=1 ~T ( Fo(u 'x  ix°"' 
9. a(u) = [al(u), . . .  ,aL(u)]. 
I0. F a FF/IN = t qJ i j=t matrix of dimension N x N(l = 1,... , L) 
11. F = diag[F1,... , F L] matrix of dimension LN x LN 
N 
4~Oul av ~d_ .. , 12. az(w,u,v)= E f F~j (w,x , ' J~F j  ", 1= 1, . L. 
i,j=l• 
13. aL(t)(w; u, v) -- [a l (w;  u, v ) , . . .  , aL(w; U, v)]. 
14. H£ = H x . . .  x H (H is some function-space) 
15. v E HL means that in case v = (v l , . . .  ,v L) we have v 1 E H 
16. H~ = span[~{h'0,. . . ,  ~"*)1. 
17. H~ = HI ~x, . . .  x g~.  
N N 
18. [v, w l=(E  v l .w l , . . . ,E  vf  .wL); Yv ,weR £N. 
j----1 j= l  
L N 
19. [[v,w]]= ~, E v}.wJ; Ill,,lll1~=[[v,v,l], V11, IOE F~LN" 
I= l j= l  
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20. (T),W) "--( (~)1,wl),... ,(vL,'tl)L)) . 
21. ( (v,w) )= f [[v,w]] dz, Vv, weR LN. 
N 
L 
22. ( (~,~)).= E(v~,~) . .  
I=1 
23. l l lv l l lk  =((~,~)). 
N 
24. l llvll ~ ~ IL2L = E I [L~,m(n) I IIvll lira7, II = [Ho~ n(")" 
' i=r l  
2S. IIIvlIIL:.~,,C(O,T)= sup I IIv(.,t)ll [L : . L (n )  • 
O<t<T 
T 
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